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ABSTRACT

The trigger systems of the LHC detectors play a crucial role in determining the physics capabilities of the experiments. A reduction of several orders of magnitude of the event rate is needed to reach values compatible with the detector readout, offline storage and analysis capabilities. The CMS experiment has been designed with a two-level trigger system: the Level 1 (L1) Trigger, implemented on custom-designed electronics, and the High Level Trigger (HLT), a streamlined version of the CMS reconstruction and analysis software running on a computer farm. The software-base HLT requires a trade-off between the complexity of the algorithms, the sustainable output rate, and the selection efficiency. This is going to be even more challenging during Run II, with a higher centre-of-mass energy, a higher instantaneous luminosity and pileup, and the impact of out-of-time pileup due to the 25 ns bunch spacing. The online algorithms need to be optimised for such a complex environment in order to keep the output rate under control without impacting the physics efficiency of the online selection. Tracking, for instance, will play an even more important role in the event reconstruction. In this poster we will present the performance of the online track and vertex reconstruction algorithms, and their impact on the hadronic triggers that make use of b-tagging and of jets reconstructed with the Particle Flow technique. We will show the impact of these triggers on physics performance of the experiment, and the latest plans for improvements in view of the Run II data taking in 2015.
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1 The CMS trigger

The collision rate at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) is heavily dominated by large cross section QCD processes, which are not of prime interest for the physics program of the CMS experiment. The processes relevant for new physics usually occur at a rate smaller than 10 Hz. Since it is not possible to register all the events and to select them later on, because of a limited bandwidth, it becomes mandatory to use a trigger system in order to select events according to physics-driven choices. The CMS experiment features a two-level trigger architecture. The first level (L1), hardware, operates a first selection of the events to be kept, using muon chambers and calorimeter information. The maximum output rate from L1 is about 100 kHz \[1\]; this upper limit is given by the CMS data acquisition electronics. The second level, called High Level Trigger (HLT), is implemented in software and aims to further reduce the event rate to about 1 kHz on average. Events passing the HLT are then stored on local disk or in CMS Tier-0.

2 Tracking and vertexing at HLT

A robust and efficient tracking \[2\] at HLT can help particle reconstruction and improve the resolution. For example, it is possible to trigger on jets produced by b-quarks, by counting the number of tracks in a jet which have a transverse impact parameter incompatible with the track originating from the beam-line; or it is possible to trigger on hadronic $\tau$ decays by finding a narrow, isolated jet using tracks in combination with the calorimeter information. Track reconstruction uses a significant fraction (about 30\%) of the total HLT CPU time. For this reason, track reconstruction is performed only after other requirements have been satisfied, on about 4\% of the HLT events. The CMS tracking software is known as the Combinatorial Track Finder (CTF) \[3\] based on the Kalman filter method \[4\]. The collection of reconstructed tracks is produced by multiple iterations of the CTF track reconstruction sequence, in a process called Iterative Tracking. In the early iterations, tracks with relatively high transverse momentum ($p_T$) and produced near the interaction region are reconstructed. After each iteration, hits associated with tracks already found are removed, reducing the combinatorial complexity and thus allowing later iterations to search for lower $p_T$ or highly displaced tracks. The very first iteration is the source of most of the tracks and is designed to reconstruct prompt tracks having three pixel hits (Pixel Tracks).

The reconstruction of primary vertices (PV) is also extremely important. Pixel Tracks are used to perform a first reconstruction of the positions of the interaction points (Pixel Vertices). In 2012 data taking, where up to 30 interactions per bunch crossing were registered, the number of reconstructed vertices still showed a linear dependence on the number of interactions without saturating, as shown in Fig. 1, where the real number of interactions is measured using the information from the forward calorimeter (HF).

3 Particle Flow jets

At the HLT, jets are reconstructed using the anti-$k_t$ clustering algorithm with cone size $R = 0.5$ \[5\]. The input for the jet algorithm can be the calorimeter towers (called CaloJet), or the reconstructed Particle Flow objects (called PFJet). The Particle Flow technique allows to use the information from all the detectors and to combine them together to reconstruct the objects \[6\]. In 2012, most of the jet trigger paths used PFJets. Because of the significant CPU consumption of the Particle Flow algorithm at the HLT, PFJet trigger paths have a pre-selection based on the CaloJet. The matching between CaloJet and PFJet is also required in single PFJet paths. In Fig. 2 the efficiency turn-on curve of three different trigger paths requiring PFJets with different $p_T$ thresholds are shown.

---

\*The Worldwide LHC Computing Grid (WLCG) is composed of four levels, or “Tiers”, called 0, 1, 2 and 3. Each Tier is made up of several computer centres and provides a specific set of services; they process, store and analyse all the data from the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Tier 0 is the CERN Data Centre. All of the data from the LHC pass through this central hub. Tier 0 distributes the raw data and the reconstructed output to Tier 1’s, and reprocesses data when the LHC is not running.
Figure 1: Number of pixel vertices reconstructed at HLT. The number of interactions is calculated from the bunch luminosity as measured by the forward calorimeters (HF).

Figure 2: Turn-on curve measured versus the offline Particle Flow jet $p_T$. The trigger efficiency is measured on an unbiased data sample from Run2012C.
4 \( b \)-tagging

The precise identification of \( b \)-jets is crucial to reduce the large backgrounds at the LHC. In CMS, using algorithms for \( b \)-tagging jets \cite{7}, this background can already be highly suppressed at the HLT, giving lower trigger rates with large efficiency. Algorithms for \( b \)-tagging exploit the fact that B hadrons typically have large decay lifetimes and the presence of leptons in the final state compared to those from light partons. As a consequence, tracks and vertices are largely displaced with respect to the primary vertex. The Track Counting (TC) algorithm uses the impact parameter (IP) significance \((\sigma(\text{IP})/\text{IP})\) of the tracks in the jets as a discriminant to distinguish \( b \)-jets from other flavours. In Fig. 3 the turn-on curves for the Track Counting discriminant with a High Purity requirement is shown; the online cut for this path is at TCHP= 2. The discriminant is defined as the third highest impact parameter significance for the tracks associated to a jet.

5 Tracking and vertexing for \( b \)-tagging in Run II

The Fast pixel Primary Vertex (FastPV) is an algorithm used to find the PV position before performing the reconstruction of Pixel Tracks. It allows to have a first fast reconstruction of the PV, in order to have a constraint for the subsequent reconstruction of the Pixel Tracks in the Iterative Tracking procedure. This reduces the combinatorics and aims to reach better performance. Given a jet (with \( p_T > 40 \text{ GeV} \)) the compatible pixel clusters are selected along the jet direction. These clusters are projected along the jet direction onto the z axis. The FastPV algorithm reconstructs the PV position from the \( z \) position of the highest peak. Once the PV position is found, full pixel tracking is performed and a pixel primary vertex is reconstructed. In Fig. 4 the resolution along the \( z \) axis of the vertex reconstructed using the FastPV algorithm, with respect to the simulated primary vertex, is shown. Simulated \( Z(\nu\nu)H(bb) \) events with \( \langle \text{PU} \rangle = 60 \) are used. The performance of the algorithm used in 2012 is compared to the improved algorithm, using weighted clusters and an extended jet acceptance (\(|\eta| < 2.4 \) instead of \(|\eta| < 1 \)). In Fig. 5 the timing of the trigger path HLT_DiCentralPFJet30_PFMet80_BTagCSV07 is shown\[^{†}\]. In the configuration used in 2012, tracking was not performed according to the Iterative Tracking procedure described above, but using just a single iteration. Primary vertices reconstructed using FastPV and tracks are used as input to \( b \)-tagging. In the 2015 configuration, instead, the Iterative Tracking procedure is used.

\[^{†}\]TTbar simulated events (\( \sqrt{s} = 13 \text{ TeV}, \langle \text{PU} \rangle =20, \) bunch spacing BS = 25 ns) have been used.
Figure 4: $z$ resolution of the vertex reconstructed using FastPV, with respect to the simulated primary vertex.

Figure 5: Timing of the trigger path HLT_DiCentralPFJet30_PFMet80_BTagCSV07. Two different configurations for the FastPV algorithm are compared.
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